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BALLROOM BIZ 
November/December 

 
Winter session online Registration opens up December 10, 2018.   

Class will resume January 14, 2019.  
 

The Regina Ballroom Dancing Club Executive would like to wish everyone a Merry 
Christmas and a very Happy New Year! 

 

CIG 
Bruce 

& 
Shelley 

CIG 
John 

& 
Sheila 
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  11 TRUTHS ABOUT BALLROOM DANCING 

There are some hobbies that are pretty clear cut, straight forward, and wouldn’t be that difficult to weave into a 
conversation. You know, like axe throwing, bocce ball or your garden variety bonsai tree trimming.  But not ballroom 
dancing. 

Sure, it may describe a style of dancing. It may also immediately invoke certain images of what this type of dancing 
seems to be about, but, chances are, that image, and the mental description to follow, is way, way off.  That is, 
unless you are a ballroom dancer already. 

So treat this as a quick reference guide for anyone interested in knowing why this hobby is much more than what a 
non=dancing brain assumes it is. 

1.  This is Not (Necessarily) Your Grandparent's Hobby 
There was a time when "Ballroom" was widely considered as a pastime for retirees.  Today, nothing could be further 
from the truth. 
  
2.  Ballroom Doesn't Just Mean Waltz 
"Ballroom Dancing" is an umbrella term - it covers a wide variety of styles and subsets, no different from hobbies like 
Horseback Riding or Cards - there are plenty of variations underneath the general term. 
 
Ballroom Dancing is a synonym for partner dancing and social dancing.  It does include dances like the Waltz, Tango, 
and Foxtrot, but also Latin/Nightclub dances like Argentine Tango, Bachata, Salsa, and Cha-Cha.  
  
3.  Okay so... It's Kind of Like Dancing with the Stars, but... 
Okay, so picture DWTS, but tamer, and with more clothes on.  Yeah, sure, not as fun, but definitely a little more 
versatile from a social perspective.  
 
4.  Blending In is Optional 
There are plenty of dance students who want nothing more than to just survive a social dance situation.  Performance 
is not their thing, forget about the images and ideas of spray tan, rhinestones, or stretchy clothes.   
 
Then there are those that love the idea of the glitz and glamour of ballroom dancing. Fortunately, just like any 
academic institution, the students are all there with different goals and objectives, but share a common interest and 
studio.  
 
5.  It's Kind of Perfect for...  
Weddings, First Dance, Father/Daughter Dance, Money Dance, Reception, High School Reunions, Nightclubs, 
Supper Clubs, Country Clubs, Country Bars, Bar-Bars, Dive Bars, Karaoke Bars that specialize in 80's music.   
 
Every music festival, big and small, or just a quiet moment in your kitchen, ballroom dancing has got you covered.   
 
6.  All Ages 
Regardless of what you may have seen in movies, or transposed from similar hobbies (we're looking right at you 
ballet), there is no age cutoff for ballroom.  In fact, many former ballet, tap, and jazz dancers rediscover their passion 
for dancing through ballroom.   
 

7.  Mental Benefits 
Your brain is a muscle and doing the same thing every day isn't making it any stronger.  Enter your favorite new hobby 
- ta da - ballroom!  Research showed that ballroom dancing was the most productive activity to improve brain health.   
Why?   
 
Because your body is doing something active, dynamic, and creative all while your brain is juggling computations for 
navigating the room, maintaining a conversation, and processing the music input.   
 
Talk about a brain workout.   
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8.  Physical Benefits 
Can't say this enough.  Every Arthur Murray dance studio has at least one student who has lost 50 pounds or more 
doing this hobby.  In some cases, students have lost over 100 pounds.   
 
Why? Because your good old brain does not associate the fun you're having while dancing with a workout.  It's an 
undercover work out.  Can't say the same thing for that shnazzy treadmill, can you?  
 
9.  Social Benefits 
Everyone is in need of a community upgrade.  We live in an age where we are in a constant state of work, 
connected to "friends" we rarely ever see or talk to, and neighbors who are just a shade above strangers.   
 
Ballroom dancing creates a real social community that dusts off the good old-fashioned social etiquette where 
greetings were verbal and include a handshake or hug.  It takes them several steps further by adding the elite skill 
of a dance invitation.   
 
Lastly, each studio is a composite of a diverse cross-section of life. People of all age groups, occupations, and 
backgrounds brought together through dancing, and adding contrast and depth to both your social skills and social 
circle.   
 
10.  Personal Achievement 
Maybe this is the year, the month, the week, or the day where you've finally decided that life is too short to avoid 
potentially great things in life and in order to acquire these things, you just have to lean into the fear.   
 
No great job is accomplished by avoiding the work and there is no great victory without a worthy opponent - well 
fear is your opponent.  In particular, that voice in your head that has told you for far too long that dancing isn't one of 
your available personal fulfillment options.   
 
11.  Far Reaching Effects 
Like any great friendship, conversation, or story - some of the best things reveal themselves over time.  Your initial 
reason for learning to dance may be something as simple as "I've always wanted to learn how to Salsa" but that 
doesn't mean it can't extend far beyond that.   
 
Think of this hobby as an elaborate chain of dominoes - the decision to learn topples the first one, and each 
successive domino reveals a new benefit, perk, and realization about that initial decision.   
 
Final Thought 
Think of features and benefits like a birthday party.  There are some that you plan for, the obvious ones, you can 
practically put them on a calendar and pass out invitations.  
 
Then there are others that are more like a surprise party.  The size, scale, and details of the benefits are a 
mystery.   They are unexpected, memorable, and make you hyper aware of more feature and benefit surprises in 
the future.   
 
So maybe you entered your dance hobby with some expected benefits, like dance moves, but chances are, you're 
continuing because those dance skills unlocked a string of surprise party worthy benefits. 
 
Article is from Arthur Murray – go access online go to: www.arthurmurraylive.com 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RBDC needs your help.  We are currently looking for a member to fill the Secretary 

position starting in January. If you are interested in helping out, please talk to any of our executive 
members.  Phone numbers are available on the bulletin board at both Lakeview United Church or 
Wa Wa Shrine Hall during classes or feel free to talk to them directly. 

http://www.arthurmurraylive.com/
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Social Dance Dates: 

December 1, 2018 

December 8, 2018 

January 5, 2019 

January 19, 2019 

February 23, 2019 

March 9, 2019 

(Beginner Special) 

March 23, 2019 

(Beginner Special) 

 

2018-2918 Executive 

Pres:  George Staranchuk 
Vice-Pres:  Greg Sebastian 
Secretary: Lindsay Sasseville 
Treasurer:  Loretta McClinton 

 

MAL’S: 
Membership:  Donna Goodwin 
Ticket Sales:  Rodney Hammett 
Social Director: Colin D’Souza 
Practice Dance: Akbar Karsan 
Communications:  Gail Guest 
 
Instructor Re:  Glenna Stoner 

Save The Dates 

Online Registration for 
winter classes starts Dec 

10, 2018 

Class start Jan 14, 2019 

 

February 9, 2019 

Theme Dance 

 

April 6, 2019 

Last Waltz 

Need a Christmas Present for a loved one? 

Don’t know what to get?  How about giving them the gift that keeps on giving. 

Give a Gift Certificate for RBDC Dance Lessons.  Come join us, great exercise, 
great social benefits, great fun!   

Need more info?  Contact Donna our MAL Membership guru at the following email:  
membership@rbdc.ca  

mailto:membership@rbdc.ca

